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Special Agent William I. DeHuszar of the United States Army Counter
Intelligence Corps (CIC) arrested the Arrow Cross president of the
Hungarian National Bank, Laszlo Temesvary, on May 10, 1945, in the
village of Spital am Pyrhn, Austria.1 Just seven months earlier, Temesvary's personal friend, Hungary's new leader Ferenc Szalasi, had given
him control over the entire treasury of the Bank including Hungary's gold
reserves. Ten days after his appointment, the Bank's Board of Directors
was dissolved. Temesvary replaced the pre-October 15 bank leadership
with directors more to his liking, setting off a series of promotions and
demotions based chiefly on political ideology. 2
Who was Laszlo Temesvary? He served the extreme far right as a
journalist and knew nothing about banking. 3 He owned and edited Nep
(People), a "rabid and inciting" "anti-Semitic weekly" that advocated
Arrow Cross political and ideological views and published Arrow Cross
bulletins on its back page.4 A People's Court judge found Temesvary
guilty of war crimes and crimes against people. These included spreading
hatred against Jewish people, as in his book Mi lesz veliink? (What's
Going

to H a p p e n

to Us?) and A fasizmus

penzugyi

politikaja

(The

Financial Politics of Fascism). The judge found that his work as a journalist encouraged young people to turn "against a segment of the population
— even babies and old people — to rob them, treat them sadistically
while deporting them, and to exterminate them." The People's Courts
sentenced Temesvary to "death by bullet," later commuted by the National Council of the People's Courts to "a life sentence of forced labour."
His sentence was upheld as late as 1985.5
Readers of post-1989 bank histories that deal specifically with the
period of Szalasi's rule will find nothing about Temesvary's arrest or

subsequent war crimes trial, even though the records of Temesvary's trial
have been available at the Budapest City Archives since 1988-89. Nor
will they find reference to the boxes of stolen Jewish valuables Temesvary stored in the Bank that are documented in the trial papers. 6
While researchers can find Special Agent DeHuszar's official
reports in the U.S. Army files at the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) in College Park, Maryland, nowhere has it been
documented that the American who arrested Laszlo Temesvary was a
former Hungarian refugee. Special Agent William I. DeHuszar was my
father. After his death I discovered a private diary recording his experiences from March 30 through July 17, 1945, 7 while he served as a CIC
Special Agent. 8 This previously unknown document not only presents new
information about this chapter of Bank history, but also offers a Hungarian-American perspective on events and raises pertinent questions about
larger issues of continuing importance.
Although he was raised as a Lutheran in Budapest, on May 5,
1939, fascist legislation defined my father as Jewish. He had graduated
from the Verboczy Realgimnazium and served in the Hungarian army (the
Honved). Unwilling to leave family, friends, and Budapest, the twenty -two-year-old stayed on in Hungary even after his younger brother's flight
to the United States as a scholarship student at the University of Chicago.
He waited until the last minute. On the day before the Second Racial Law
took effect, he left Hungary.9 From Budapest he travelled with his mother
to Vienna and then to Berlin. There he "negotiated" his departure with
Adolf Eichmann, who was already functioning as the head of the Reich
Central Office for Jewish Emigration in Berlin. 10 Five years later, he
returned to Europe as an American assigned to military intelligence in
Patton's Third Army. As it turned out, he served his former country just
as well as his new one."

The Immediate Historical Background
What circumstances led to American involvement with the National Bank
of Hungary in May 1945? With the Soviet Red Army advancing rapidly
from the East in the fall of 1944, the Hungarian National Bank began its
final relocation westward out of Hungary in early November. Lengthy
negotiations at the border with the Germans followed. Finally, in late
January 1945, two trains carrying the nation's gold reserves and 600 bank

employees including families made their way into Upper Austria. 12
Among the bank's holdings, in addition to the gold reserves, were the
most valuable volumes of the National Szechenyi Library, gold treasures
from the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and the gold reserves of the
Pesti Magyar Kereskedelmi Bank (Hungarian Commercial Bank of Pest). 13
By the end of January 1945, the bank had settled into its new
home in the ancient Benedictine monastery of Spital. There the bank remained safe until the end of April when Russian, German, Hungarian, and
American forces converged. The Russians had advanced to within seventy
miles. The surrounding countryside was filled by German and Hungarian
troops, with some 800 horses, who were in the process of surrendering to
the Allies. In addition, top-level Nazis on the run sought refuge there in
secluded, inaccessible mountain retreats — their so-called "Alpenfestung"
or "National Redoubt." 14 Finally, like the cavalry coming over the hill,
Patton's Third Army crossed into Austria from the West. In the midst of
this chaos, top Hungarian Arrow Crossers desperately tried to maintain
control of the bank. 15
On May 2, bank leaders made their first attempt to contact
American officials to request protection. On May 6, a bank representative
managed to hand deliver the bank's urgent request for help to Lt. Col.
Ball of the U.S. Army in Kirchdorf. The next day American tanks arrived
and surrounded the monastery, forcing the Germans in the vicinity to
flee. 16 On May 8, Special Agent DeHuszar arrived in Spital with orders to
investigate the bank situation, obtain an inventory of its holdings, and
verify their existence. 17

DeHuszar's Diary and Official Reports
My interest in the National Bank of Hungary began unexpectedly about
three years ago when I discovered my father's wartime diary. He had
locked it in a file cabinet that had gone into storage shortly after his death
in 1990. In his entries from May 8 to May 14, 1945, he described his
work as the lead investigator of the Hungarian National Bank case. It was
an important assignment among many for the twenty-seven-year-old. He
later tracked down, interrogated, and/or arrested such war criminals as
Hungarian Cabinet Ministers Gabor Vajna and Laszlo Budinsky, Volksbund leader Franz Basch, and two of the instigators of the Ujvidek
massacre, Marton Zoldi and General Ferenc Feketehalmi-Czeydner. All of

these men were executed in 1946, either at the end of a rope or in front
of a firing squad. 18
He also drove Gestapo chief Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Eichmann's
boss, from his mountain retreat where Americans had captured him to
CIC headquarters in Vocklabriick on May 12.19 "If I would be an opportunist," my father writes on June 23,
I could run for office in Hungary. It would make a good story.
I really cleaned Hungary. Arrested Temesvary, Fazekas of Nat'l
Bank, Basily Goldschmidt of the Volksgruppe, Zoldi the War
Criminal, Vajna the Min of Int & Budinsky the Min of Justice.... Had Feketehalmi-Czeydner too but left him there because of his old age.20

To satisfy my curiosity, I visited the National Archives and
Records Administration in College Park, Maryland to leam more. There I
found my father's story confirmed in his and others' official reports. Still
questions remained.
As my interests and research broadened, I met Monika Pacziga
while attending a Hungarian commemoration at the University of Kansas,
where she was studying. Subsequently, she translated for me documents
from Temesvary's trial that can be found at the Budapest City Archives.
Ms. Pacziga, now a graduate student at the Central European University,
also translated Hungarian accounts written more than forty-five years after
the events took place. 21

Emil Fazekas and Stolen Jewish Valuables
What new elements besides Temesvary's arrest do DeHuszar's new found
diary and contemporary official records at archives in the United States
and Hungary add to what we know from recent Hungarian accounts?
First, the arrest of Emil Fazekas. Officially, DeHuszar reports on May 14,
1945, that
EMIL FAZEKAS is a member of the [Arrow Cross] Party
since 1936. Assigned to recruit members. Collected dues and
increased membership. In Oct '44, when the Hung Nazis took
over, he suddenly became personnel manager, though he was
not qualified. This promotion was the reward for his "Under-

ground" activities. EF believes in the Hung Nazi principles and
defends the action of its leader, Ferenc Szalasi,22

(To his private diary, DeHuszar confides, "Temesvary is a fanatic a n t i Semite & a stoop & so is Fazekas") Temesvary also left Fazekas "in
charge o f ' the bank during his absences. 23
About the arrest of Temesvary and Fazekas, DeHuszar writes:
It was a strange feeling to go to both of them & tell them
"Pack up, you have 20 minutes." Fazekas was white like the
snow and deadly scared. Temesvary told me where Szalasi was
(he believed in him). Later after I suggested that he take me to
him he said that the radio announced that Sz. was captured 3
days ago. I asked the others but they did not hear it. Talked to
his two chauffeurs who drove him to Sz 10 days ago & one of
them told me that he heard it at noon from T. which means that
T. told him at noon what to say.24

DeHuszar's diary also reveals that Temesvary and Fazekas escaped the
POW camp a few days after their arrest. DeHuszar "went [back] to
Spital," where he arrested them a second time on May 14:
Temesvary and Fazekas got out of PW & went to Spital. A
Hungarian General [had] secured them permission to go. Had to
drive 100 miles to get them back. Arrange our own detention
camp & we have now a Hfungarian] gendarme detail. Temesv[ary] complained that he was in a concentration camp for 3
days, upon which I offered to show him one.25

Unlike Temesvary, who was fifty years old at the time of his trial,
Fazekas, in his early thirties, did not stand trial. There is no file on him in
the People's Courts materials, nor among the prosecution materials in the
Budapest City Archives. Instead, he apparently was sent to a POW camp,
where he successfully completed a de-Nazification program and was given
a job. 26
In contrast, Temesvary's arrest was openly discussed at bank
meetings in October 1945 and recorded in bank minutes. Mrs Temesvary
testified to bank directors and later at her husband's trial that he was
arrested in Spital and taken away, that a few days later he returned to
Spital and was arrested again.27 Among the charges brought against him

by the People's Courts were using bank money to support the Arrow
Cross and accepting two Arrow Cross boxes containing stolen Jewish
valuables that he stored in the bank. At his trial in 1946, Temesvary
admitted that he had stored the two boxes of stolen Jewish property in the
bank and that they had been part of the valuables transported out of
Hungary to Spital. He testified that they were not, however, included in
the inventory later given to the Americans. 28
In his 2002 book The Gold Train, Ronald Zweig quotes from a
document that shows how stolen Jewish valuables came to be stored in
the bank. The document records a transaction that took place December 5,
1944, in Budapest. It concerns valuables presumably stolen the previous
day from Jewish apartments whose owners had been sent to the Budapest
ghetto. It reads:
The committee decided to give the $300 and the twenty pieces
of jewellery with precious stones and one silver cigar box to
the President of the National Bank, Brother (Testver or Comrade) Laszlo Temesvary, in order for him to deposit them in the
National Bank, while the rest of the silver goods will be transported to the cellar of the National Bank in three boxes and one
basket. 29

On April 28, 1945, Temesvary asked for and received the Arrow
Cross boxes "n. 7" and "n. 9," saying that Szalasi had entrusted him with
the handling of this "Jewish treasure." 30 The third Arrow Cross box and
one basket mentioned in the above document are not clearly identifiable
in the bank's inventory. However, in the 1945 inventory given to the
Americans and the 1947 inventory of remaining items to be returned to
Hungary — the gold reserves had been returned in August 1946 — there
appears a box containing all of the loose items mentioned above together
with additional pieces of jewellery: "one silver cigar case [containing!
$300, and 42 pieces jewellery." 31
Mrs. Temesvary told the bank directors, and later testified to the
People's Court judge, that her husband made one easy-to-carry package
out of the boxes and twice tried to bring these valuables to the "gold
train" nearby or to "the Germans." Temesvary testified that he tried to
give them to Szalasi. After her husband's arrest, Mrs. Temesvary said she
tried to return the valuables to the bank. 32

American Documents and Istvan Cottely's Account
There is one eye witness account, by Istvan Cottely of Buenos Aires,
written originally in Spanish more than forty years after the events in
Spital took place. It was published in 1992 in a Hungarian translation by
Katalin

P a l f f y as A Magyar

aranytartalelek

a masodik

vilaghdboru

viharaban (The Hungarian Treasures During the Second World War). An
unpublished German translation of the account by Dr. Lothar Schwarz
also exists. Notably, the German account differs from the Hungarian in
several, significant details. Cottely's account appears to be the first published post-1989 account and all subsequent histories cite it, making the
article an important historical source document. 13
In his autobiographical remarks Cottely writes that he was born in
Pozsony (today's Bratislava) in 1905. When this city became part of
Czechoslovakia in 1918, he was forced to learn Slovak in addition to
Hungarian and German. Because Czech universities conducted classes in
Slovak, Cottely chose to continue his education in Vienna. There he
studied economics and in 1927 obtained the doctor of law degree. After
fulfilling his Czechoslovakian military service in 1931-1932, he married
an Italian. As a young lawyer working in his father's office, he became
engaged in politics. Specifically, he founded a Christian-Social organization for Hungarian youth. Shortly thereafter, he was arrested for irredentist activities and jailed for a year. Upon his release, he moved to Hungary, which he considered his true home. There he found a job with the
National Bank of Hungary. 34
According to Cottely, in 1942, the bank sent him to work in the
Bank of Italy's department of economic research "in order to become
familiar with Italian "financial politics" (penzpolitikajaval) in the Hungarian translation or "Italian politics" (um die von diesen Land adoptierte
Politik kennenzulernen) in the German. 35 After the war, he was unable to
obtain a travel visa from the Allies, or from Italy, where his wife's family
was living. As a result, he had to travel without one to Rome, where the
Vatican had a relief agency for Hungarian refugees. Still unable to obtain
a visa, a permanent job, or permanent residency, after several months in
Rome, he applied to immigrate to Brazil, Canada, and Argentina. Shortly
thereafter, Argentina responded favourably. He and his family arrived in
Buenos Aires in May 1948.36
DeHuszar's 1945 and Cottely's 1992 accounts provide an interesting contrast. According to American documents, on May 8, Special Agent

DeHuszar asked for and received from General Manager Cottely a copy
of the bank's inventory, after which he verified the existence of the
valuables. 37 The twenty-seven-year-old CIC Special Agent interviewed the
forty-year-old general manager again on the afternoon of May 9. DeHuszar records in his diary that during this second encounter he "caught him
[Cottely] in a lie...." Afterwards, he interviewed former Business Manager
Karoly Frank. On May 10, Special Agent DeHuszar spent his "forenoon
[in Spital] talking to directors." That afternoon he arrested Temesvary and
Fazekas, and, four days later, arrested them again.
Finally, both DeHuszar and Cottely took part in the critical May
13 negotiations between the Hungarian National Bank and the U.S.
Military Government. Cottely represented the bank; four American
officers, the U.S. Military Government; while DeHuszar translated inventory and assisted in negotiations. DeHuszar writes: "13 May SPITAL:
Negotiations between MG & H.N. Bank. Cottely behaved excellently and
gained the respect of all four officers. They will definitely report favorably on the bank & try to help them. I translate inventory and help at
negotiations.
Nevertheless, in his account Cottely does not mention Special
Agent DeHuszar by name or function. In his account, DeHuszar never
requested an inventory; instead Major Perera did (on May 13). Further,
DeHuszar never interviewed Cottely,
never talked to bank directors, never
arrested Temesvary and Fazekas, and never took part in the negotiations.
On May 12, according to Cottely, General George Patton arrived
and personally shook hands with him.39 However, Patton did not mention
the bank, or anything related to the bank, in his diary on, before, or after
the supposed date of the purported encounter. Instead, "on May 12, 1945,
General Patton met in Linz with the Commanding General of the 4th
Russian Guards Army" for an Honours Guard ceremony followed by
lunch at the officers' club, consisting mainly of whiskey. 40 None of the
published Hungarian accounts back up Cottely's assertion, nor do U.S.
Army documents. It appears that forty years after DeHuszar first "caught
him in a lie," he may have caught him in another.
In fact, the most important event to occur on that day was the
selection by bank leaders of Gyula Torzsay-Biber to replace Cottely as
General Manager and the reinstallation of October 14, 1944, directors.41
This change in leadership was a direct result of DeHuszar's arrest of
Temesvary and Fazekas.

Other Americans receive Cottely's praise. Chief Finance Officer
Major Perara, the head of the negotiating committee, as well as Major F.
M. Roesti, and Lieutenant J. S. Terry are singled out as "lower ranking
officers" who behaved "much more politely to the Hungarians" than the
unfriendly Americans who had arrived earlier.
Yet, perhaps Cottely does refer to DeHuszar indirectly when he
writes that the Americans who arrived on May 7 treated the Hungarians
as "a former enemy" (conflating the arrival of American tanks and
military personnel with DeHuszar's arrival the next day). They were "fair
but unfriendly," Cottely writes. They would not shake hands with him. 42
In other words, perhaps Cottely found DeHuszar fair but unfriendly. Perhaps DeHuszar would not shake hands with him. Considering
that Hungary declared war on the United States and considering the
genocide DeHuszar had seen first hand as the Third Army swept through
Germany, knowing many of his own family members had been left at risk
in Hungary for death or deportation, I think this quite likely. One month
earlier, on April 10 in Gotha, Germany, DeHuszar wrote:
Went out to Ohrdruf where there was a camp for foreign
workers. Saw some twenty men machine-gunned & still laying
[sic] in their blood. The Germans herded them into a pile just
before we came. Some bodies arranged in a pile ready to be
burned. Gruesome & terrible sight. Some were alive in the
barracks but suffered from malnutrition. It should be compulsory to see it — so we all know what we are fighting for. 43

Earlier, in Neukirchen, on April 1, he notes:
On [sic] the evening in the town we saw plenty of women.
They were Hungarian Jewesses picked up from Budapest etc. &
sent here to work. Summer 1944 they picked up all Jewish
women (Nurnberg law Jews) and sent them on cattle trains to
Alsweig [sic] where they had a gas-extermination camp. The
old ones were killed the rest of them were undressed & were
told to walk up before SS men.... The good looking ones were
sent to bordells [sic] for the SS & Wehrmacht.... the others sent
here to work in a gas factory that was dangerous to health.
They were beaten & mistreated, had little to eat.... They make a
horrible sight.

He continues :
What I saw & heard was sufficient to feel like slaping [sic]
every German on the face, woman or man, alike and have no
remorse for what I am doing. They have it too good — they
should taste half of what they gone through.
I don't have [to] believe or disbelieve the atrocity stories, I
saw hundreds of the thousand women — and what about those
I couldn't see anymore. 44

What does DeHuszar say about Cottely in his final May 14
"Report on the Board of Directors..."?: "ISTVAN COTTELY joined the
party Mar[ch] '45 under pressure. He is not a Nazi at all. He is the
Director of the Statistical and Educational Department and the only one
from the Board of Directors who speaks English." 45 The "at all" in "He is
not a Nazi at all" suggests that earlier DeHuszar suspected he was.

Karoly Frank
Another fact mentioned only in DeHuszar's diary illuminates his investigation and gives us a glimpse of the inner workings of the bank. On his
first day at Spital, DeHuszar asked Cottely for data missing from the
inventory list. Cottely called "Dr. Frank" to get the information. When
Frank brought it, DeHuszar recognized him: "Not until I look at him do I
realize who he was... a little bit bent but very much the same polite [man]
bringing me all the figures I demanded. He, however, did not recognize
me. What a coincidence."
A former neighbour and highly respected family acquaintance,
Karoly Frank had been with the bank for thirty-five years and was at one
time its general manager, but had been demoted after October 15 to
assistant director. DeHuszar asked both men to appear at his office the
next afternoon. 45
On May 9, DeHuszar spoke with Cottely first. After he caught
Cottely "in a lie," he talked to Frank. DeHuszar reminded him of the ping
pong games he and his brother used to play in Frank's basement with his
son Zoli. Then Frank remembered that DeHuszar's father had been an
editor (szerkesztd) and that DeHuszar left with his mother in 1939. Frank,
who was very happy to see DeHuszar, told him that his family's home

had been sold, and DeHuszar promised to see if he can locate Zoli and
his brother.
Frank revealed, among other things, that he, former General
Manager Laszlo Jankovics, and bank attorney Gyula Torzsay-Biber were
the only directors who refused to join the Arrow-Cross party. 46 DeHuszar
reports:
FRANK, DR. KAROLY is with bank for past 35 years and is
now assistant director. He was the business manager until
October 1944, but lost his position because he refused to join
the Party. Since he was a 'Liberal', FAZEKAS wanted to fire
him. JANKOVICS, however, stood up beside him threatening
[with] resignation if Frank was dismissed. This saved FRANK'S
job, who is considered the 'Best Head' in the entire organization.47

As a result of this meeting, other bank employees (including Cottely)
might well have learned that the Special Agent was a former Hungarian
refugee. DeHuszar writes in his diary that Frank told him about a discussion he'd had with his colleagues before the interview:
He [Frank] didn't know why I wanted him too [along with
Cottely] since he was not a leading man anymore. They talked
about it & one of them remarked: 'You probably impressed
him.' (Ha ok tudtak volna.).... He was one of the few who in
spite of everything did not join the party. But they had to keep
him because only he knew what the score was. Some directors
only joined in March. He & two others refused. (Jankov[ics]...
was pensioned [off] because of that.)4*

It is even likely that upon his return to the bank, Frank's colleagues would
have asked him why the American wanted to talk to him and that Frank
replied that he'd known him before the war. Certainly, DeHuszar's conversation (in Hungarian) with bank directors on the forenoon of May 10
could have suggested his former refugee status.
In his diary entry for May 10, DeHuszar writes that he arrested
the two Arrow Cross men "with clear conscience and great pleasure. In
addition to clear facts that would have been sufficient to arrest them my
action was supported by the conviction that these men have no right to
rule those who have still held out against the pressure."

And he concludes: "There is justice! Frank was always decent and now he
is the one whose word will count as far as I am concerned." 49
Torzsay-Biber, the most senior member of the leadership, became
General manager on May 12, replacing Cottely.50 Torzsay-Biber had been
with the bank for twenty years, was "known in international banking
circles and... considered a man of great integrity."51 However, in September Torzsay-Biber left his leadership position and was arrested for refusing to cooperate with the "red bank" in Budapest. Karoly Frank was then
selected to head a committee of nine to run the bank in Spital.52
On at least two other occasions Karoly Frank influenced events.
Temesvary had forced Jankovics to "retire" on April 3 and appointed
Cottely in his place. In a telephone conversation on April 10, Gabor
Vajna (whom Cottely refers to as "the Interior Minister" rather than by
name) gave Cottely the order to move the bank further west.5-1 On April
25, Temesvary learned that Arrow Cross bank employees had petitioned
Szalasi directly, and he rushed off to consult Szalasi himself. The next
day Temesvary announced to the staff that, on Szalasi's orders, the bank
would be moved south to Carinthia. According to Cottely, after Temesvary's announcement, bank employees met at the home of Karoly Frank
and decided to sabotage any attempt to move the bank. 54
It could well be this meeting that led to the ruse — mentioned
only in contemporary American newspapers — that helped to preserve the
gold reserves for Hungary. The Chicago Daily News for May 21, 1945,
reported these details at the end of its front page story, "Chicagoan Finds
Hungary Gold in Alps Crag":
Supreme Headquarters said Nazi Gestapo agents tried to hijack
the treasure shortly before the arrival of 80th division doughboys. The Gestapo had the active co-operation of the Hungarian
bank president . . . . But a patriot Hungarian stalled on the job
and deliberately mislaid keys and key records and generally
sabotaged the German attempt at plunder.55

Second, the October bank minutes reveal that earlier Frank had
wanted to tell the Americans about the two boxes with Jewish valuables
(that were not on the inventory list), but that Cottely and Torzsay-Biber
thought it "superfluous" to do so. After Torzsay-Biber's removal from
power and Cottely's transfer to work on the bank's records with the
Americans in Frankfurt am Main, Dr. Frank began an investigation into
the boxes. 56

On October 11, 1945, Frank called a meeting of those bank
employees still in Spital who had attended the April 28 meeting, at which
Cottely gave Temesvary the two Arrow Cross boxes. They documented
that the boxes had been given to Temesvary in the presence of "Chief
Executive Officer (vezerigazgato)" Istvan Cottely. The attendees, with
Mrs. Temesvary, also documented that the bank had been unable to take
back the valuables and that bank officials had advised her to take them to
an appropriate German bank (devizabank).
Frank called another meeting for October 18 to discuss what
became of the Arrow Cross boxes. At this meeting Mrs. Temesvary stated
that at first Cottely agreed to take the jewellery; however, she would not
sign an affidavit to this effect. Finally, on October 20, an inventory of the
remaining valuables was made at the apartment of Tibor Meszarovits, a
delegate (megbizott) from the Hungarian Prime Minister's Office. A
sampling of the kinds of valuables remaining includes: 299 gold rings of
various sizes, many watches, coins, necklaces, bracelets, earrings, diamond pins, cigarette cases, medallions, etc. 57

Differences in the two Translations of Cottely's Account
The German translation of Cottely's memoir differs significantly in several
key places from the Hungarian. These need further examination. In the
Hungarian version, the date on which Temesvary retired (i.e. fired) Laszlo
Jankovics is May 3, 1945, rather than April 3, as in the German translation. 58 The time difference matters. By March 30, the Russians had almost
reached Sopron along Hungary's western border. By April 4, they had
completed their occupation of Hungary; and by April 13, they had
captured Vienna. In the meantime, the Americans, under Patton, were fast
approaching from the West. Temesvary must have known at the beginning of April that the time had come for Arrow Crossers (and Nazis) to
grab the gold and escape. For this delicate task, Temesvary needed help
from someone more cooperative than General Manager Laszlo Jankovics,
who wouldn't even join the Arrow Cross. In fact, he replaced Jankovics
with Cottely.
Special Agent DeHuszar's diary also supports the earlier date as
well as a desire to scapegoat Jankovics. On May 9, DeHuszar writes,
"Some directors only joined in March. He [Karoly Frank] & two others
refused. (Jankovics vezerigazgato
was pensioned because of that.)"

DeHuszar also records that during his discussion with bank directors on
May 10, "Fazekas accuses Jankovics of being a drunk & a party member.
Then when Jankovics [is] called he [Fazekas] begs him to admit that. The
contrary is true." 59 According to Catherine Ladanyi, wife of bank director
Frigyes Ladanyi, it was General Manager Laszlo Jankovics who had refused to let the trains leave Hungary in January, 1945, before the agreement
with the Germans stated that the bank employees would not be separated
from the gold reserves.
Changing the date of Jankovics's retirement to May 3 could
mislead the reader into thinking unfairly that Jankovics was still in charge
during the period when Cottely was telephoning with Gabor Vajna (April
10), giving Temesvary the boxes of Jewish property (April 28), and
receiving instructions from Gauleiter August Eigruber (April 30). In fact,
under Cottely's leadership, bank employees felt compelled to send a
petition to Szalasi themselves on April 24, protesting orders to move the
bank. Temesvary then rushed off to Szalasi and returned with supposedly
authentic affidavits, written on scraps of paper, indicating the renewed
powers Szalasi had given him and the penalties should anyone dare
disobey his commands. 60
The accurate date, April 3, clarifies Cottely's meteoric rise from
bank employee to chief executive officer (vezerigazgato). In mid-October
1944, Temesvary had promoted Cottely from his position as an employee
to that of director of the Statistical and Economics Department. By
January 1, 1945, Cottely had responsibility for organizing the trains and
overseeing the move from the Hungarian border into the Reich. On April
3, Temesvary made him the top bank officer (replacing Jankovics). Under
the Arrow Cross regime, it took Cottely little more than five months to
advance from bank employee to general manager, or to use his own
words, "the man most responsible for the fate of the bank and its employees." 61
Of course, the date change in the Hungarian translation might
simply be a typographical error. However, Cottely told Catherine Ladanyi
he knew about "this mistake." He further stated that he had not tried to
correct it because he thought it had been "too late" to change. Nonetheless, he sent the published article "to diplomats, politicians... to everyone." 62
Moreover, there are other curious, but consistent alterations in the
Hungarian translation. First, it omits the meeting Cottely says took place
at Frank's house April 26, the meeting, at which bank employees decided

to sabotage any attempt to separate them from the gold they were protecting. Was this another sign that some bank employees had lost faith in
Cottely's ability (or desire?) to save the gold for Hungary? This group of
bank employees, Cottely writes, also demanded that Cottely include them
in future management meetings.63 Two days later, Cottely handed over to
Temesvary the Arrow Cross boxes filled with portable, fungible assets. 64
Another omission in the Hungarian translation occurs in the 6
May 1945 letter Cottely reproduces from Herr Schiisselmann, who had
demanded an immediate transfer of the bank's gold. This omission noted
the presence in the bank of Reichbanksdirektor Dr. Leopold Scheffler,
who had the responsibility of supporting the bank through trade with
Hungary, as specified in the agreement signed at the border back in
January. 65 The sentence reminds the reader of the continuing cooperation
between officials of the two governments, which in the matter of trade
favoured Germany over Hungary. 66
Finally, the German translation records one reason Cottely wrote
his recollections: "to portray the true story" (die wahre Geschichte
darzulegen). 67

Questions
In the end we are left with questions:
1. Were the items turned over to Temesvary during the Arrow
Cross meeting in Budapest on December 4, 1944, the only stolen Jewish
valuables that were stored in the bank? Were the boxes containing silver
(mentioned in the Arrow Cross memorandum) the same as the two
Temesvary took on April 28? If the two boxes Cottely returned to
Temesvary were two of the three given to him in Budapest, what happened to the third box and basket?
2. Were there particular reasons why, after 47 years, Cottely
omitted the Special Agent and his arrests of Temesvary and Fazekas from
his "true story"? Whatever Cottely's reasons for eliminating DeHuszar
from the narrative, there is sufficient documentary evidence to indicate
that Cottely is, at times, an unreliable narrator.
3. Perhaps Cottely's omits Temesvary's arrest because this event
radically changed Cottely's position at the bank. After Temesvary's arrest,
Torzsay-Biber became general manager, and the October 14 leadership
was reinstalled. Cottely would have had no leadership responsibilities

until he travelled to Frankfurt in July to work on the bank records. Here a
new question arises: How did his previous working relationships affect his
work on bank records?
4. What is the explanation for the differences between the
Hungarian and German translations? The fact that I stumbled upon these
differences by chance is a reminder that the reader with access only to the
Hungarian translation would never know that it had been edited.
It is my hope that the new evidence presented here from American and Hungarian archival documents will spur further research into the
events at Spital and that new studies will benefit from the light shed on
Cottely's account and its Hungarian translation. Since, as Randolph
Braham reminds us, "history is a formidable weapon," 68 and since few of
the participants in the events in Spital are still among us, it is especially
important to use all available documents in our efforts to leave an accurate record for future generations.

Conclusion
It is ironic, to say the least, that the first American military intelligence
agent to contact the National Bank of Hungary's executive board in
response to the urgent plea for help was a former Hungarian who had
been driven from his home, family, and friends. And it is absolutely
fitting that the Special Agent who lost most of his extended family in the
Holocaust arrested the Arrow Cross propagandist who had contributed to
the hate campaign against Hungarian Jews and the theft of their property.
My father's encounter with a family friend, former Business
Manager Karoly Frank led to the arrests of Temesvary and Fazekas and
enabled him to help the bank put its best foot forward with the Americans. Later, Frank's investigation of the two Arrow Cross boxes restored
bank accountability regarding this matter. In the end, of all Europeans,
only the Hungarians had their gold reserves and national valuables
returned to them intact after the war.
"There is justice!" my father wrote on the day he made the
arrests. On May 15, the day after he had arrested Temesvary and Fazekas
for the second time and ensured that they could not escape again, Special
Agent DeHuszar "went to Miihlbach via Gmunden and picked up Gabor
Vajna." 69 He would devote the rest of his military service to pursuing
Nazi war criminals.

In o n e of his last entries, my father writes: "Col Ball at s u p p e r
with us & he told the Capt that the Hungarians told him that they h a t e to
see the 80th D i v i s i o n ] go because I was in it & would leave with
them." 7 0
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